as a man thinketh by james allen

the james allen free

mind is the master power that moulds and makes and man is mind and evermore he takes the tool of thought and shaping what he wills,

how to be more positive

3 proven ways to nurture your mind

when we think of the word positive most of us probably think happy however happiness isn't the only type of positivity there are many ways to be more positive in your life even when you're experiencing sadness anger or challenges research suggests that we have powerful capabilities to choose positive emotions and ways of thinking,

your tips for coping paranoid thoughts

a great way of learning about how best to deal with a problem is to hear about other people's experiences in this section of the website we post readers tips for how best to cope with suspicious or paranoid thoughts,

inspirational thoughts and motivational quotes

thought for the week inspirational thoughts motivational quotes and wisdom from around the world a new thought each and every week underlying these thoughts are my personal values and my personal philosophy which encompass difference and diversity fun and friendship optimism and openness trust tolerance and teamwork creativity learning and growth a commitment to reason and critical,

15 ways to live and not merely exist

as jack london once said the proper function of man is to live not to exist far too often we travel through life on autopilot going through the motions accepting what is and having every day pass like the one before it,

how to banish unwanted thoughts

word blessings

the title could also be how to stop unwanted thoughts or how to end unwanted thoughts or how to eliminate unwanted thoughts here is the entire scripture passage 4 for the weapons of our warfare are not worldly but have divine power to destroy strongholds we destroy arguments and every lofty opinion raised against the knowledge of god and take every thought captive to,

when someone you love is having a tough time

remind them

- if someone you love is having a tough time right now there are some things that you can remind them of which will help them through their difficulties whatever you say to someone who is struggling the most important thing is to ensure your tone of voice and demeanor is appropriate remind your,

if you do these 20 things every day you'll become smarter

- with enough motivation and determination anyone can expand their mental capabilities and become smarter do these 20 things every day and you will too,

8 effective ways to let go and move on

marcandangel.com

- holding on is like believing that there's only a past whereas letting go and moving on is knowing in your heart that there's a bright future ahead here's how to let go and move on with grace,

tips on nurturing your child's curiosity

zero to three

- the more curious a child is the more he learns nurturing your child's curiosity is one of the most important ways you can help her become a lifelong learner babies are born learners with a natural curiosity to figure out how the world works curiosity is the desire to learn it is an eagerness,

stop obsessive thoughts with these 3 proven techniques

- you can focus on the positive thoughts generated in the mind and thus develop a positive momentum in your mind every time your mind produces some positive thoughts e.g. thoughts of love joy excitement abundance beauty appreciation passion peace etc focus on it milk it and give attention to it,

critical societies thoughts from the past

- the critical habit of thought if usual in society will pervade all its mores because it is a way of taking up the problems of life men educated in it cannot be stampeded by stump orators they are slow to believe they can hold things as possible or probable in all degrees without certainty and without pain,

how to choose your next job

desiring god

- in 1997 i put a list of bible texts together to help folks think through what job to pursue below i have taken that list and added comments to flesh out more specifically what i had in mind,

utilizing the conscious mind to become a conscious creator

- are you tired of all the secrets and truly ready to be do and have more of what you love the 7 hidden keys to conscious creation by chuck danes there are no secrets to creating a life by design and experiencing the kind and quality of life that you love the 7 hidden keys to conscious creation discover the overlooked but,

50 inspirational quotes for kids about success

2019

- looking inspirational quotes for kids and students that will inspire them to reach for greatness and make a difference in the world below you'll find some of our favorite quotes for kids about learning and life when we think about how kids and students communicate we often think about how they speak to adults and,

joan tollifson's list of recommended books

- this site is about seeing through the illusion of separation and waking up to the boundless wholeness that is all there is joan tollifson has an affinity with advaita zen buddhism and radical nonduality but has her own unique and original expression she points to the simplicity of what is as it is the ever present ever changing seamlessness of being,

how to choose the right words to connect engage and sell

- you're writing and writing and writing but something is amiss sure your brain is full of words but they all seem wrong your text sounds either naff or bland you can't find the right words to express your ideas ever wondered whether there's a secret to engaging your readers with the,

families for children should you
become a foster parent - because i have been a foster mother to fourteen children many people have asked me what being a foster parent really involves what it is all about, what is revelation from god idolphin org - now at lystra there was a man sitting who could not use his feet he was a cripple from birth who had never walked he listened to paul speaking and paul looking intently at him and seeing that he had faith to be made well said in a loud voice stand upright on your feet, leadership quotes the most inspiring leadership quotes of - most inspiring quotes about leadership leaders establish trust with candor transparency and credit jack welch former ceo of general electric a leader is best when people barely know he exists when his work is done his aim fulfilled they will all say we did it ourselves, paradise lost the poem - searchable paradise lost searchable paradise lost use the find on this page or similar search tool on your browser s toolbar to search the entire text of paradise lost for names words and phrases milton s archaic spelling has been modernized to facilitate search